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Numerical study of laser wake field generated by two colliding laser beams
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The laser wake field generated by two colliding laser beams has been studied numerically. The wake field
amplitude is enhanced by a counterpropagating long pulse laser, which has an appropriate frequency differ-
ence, and becomes an order of magnitude larger than that of the standard wake field. The field amplitude
increases in proportion to the pumping laser intensities until it saturates under the wave breaking limit. The
details of the enhanced wake field have been examined at the saturated state.
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Recently, significant progress has been made in la
plasma interactions for generating large electric fields in
der to accelerate charged particles. The ponderomotive f
of the intense laser pulse excites a longitudinal elect
plasma wave~EPW! with a phase velocity close to the spe
of light @1#. Since the induced electric field is a few orders
magnitude larger than the accelerating fields in conventio
accelerators, it is very attractive for compact particle acc
erators. Up to now, three mechanisms have been consid
to excite the EPW. They are the laser beat wave~LBW!
@2,3#, the laser wake field~LWF! @4#, and the self-modulated
laser wake field~SM-LWF! @5–9#. Many experiments have
been performed to observe the excited EPW@10–12# and the
accelerated particles@8,9#.

In the LBW, two laser pulses are used with a frequen
difference equal to the electron plasma frequencyvp
5(e2ne /me«0)1/2. This can generate a large amplitude EP
However, a precise tuning of the laser frequencies and e
tron density is needed. In the LWF, a single short pulse la
is injected into the plasma where the longitudinal ponde
motive force excites the EPW. The amplitude of the EPW
maximum at the laser pulse lengthL'lp/2 wherelp is the
plasma wavelength,lp52pc/vp . In the SM-LWF, an in-
tense laser pulse, with pulse length longer than the pla
wavelength, is modulated at the plasma frequency thro
the Raman forward scattering instability@13–15#. In this
method, a large amplitude EPW has been excited and
electric field over 100 GV/m has been observed@6#. How-
ever, the field amplitude and its phase cannot be contro
because it grows from an instability. Since the SM-LWF
excited at high electron density, the dephasing dista
~where the phase between the particles and the acceler
field slips! is reduced.

For practical accelerators, the accelerating field must
stable and predictable. Therefore, the accelerating length
the field strength have to be controlled without delicate t
ing of the laser and plasma parameters. Furthermore,
Lorentz factorgph corresponding to the phase velocity of th
wave vph is expected to be high because the maximum
tainable electron energy isWd'2gph

2 mec
2 @where gph5(1

2vph
2 /c2)21/2# due to the dephasing limit@1#, which prefers

low density operation. Recently, a new method was propo
for generating a large amplitude wake field using two coll
ing laser beams with the appropriate frequency differe
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@16#. One of the laser beams is a short pulse, of which
pulse length is shorter than the plasma wavelength, and
other is a long pulse propagating in the counter directi
The intensities of these pulses are relatively lo
(;1016W/cm2) compared to those in the standard LWF
the SM-LWF, and no precise frequency tuning is needed

Here, the details of the laser wake field generated by
colliding laser beams are examined using one-dimensio
PIC simulation code@17#. This is a self-consistent electro
magnetic relativistic code with mobile ions. The numeric
algorithm used in the code follows that in Ref.@18#. In the
simulations, the short pulse laser has a wavelengthl1

5800 nm, a peak intensityI 151016W/cm2 ~a typical value!,
and linear polarization. The normalized field amplitude
a150.068, which is defined asaj5eEj /mev j c where Ej

andv j are the laser electric field and the angular frequen
respectively. The pulse shape is Gaussian and the p
length isL1510l1 ~a full width ate21 of the electric field!.
The parameters of the long pulse laser are a wavelengthl2

5700– 1000 nm, a peak intensityI 251014– 1017W/cm2, and
linear polarization identical to the short pulse. The long pu
has a flat top given by a super-Gaussian shape
exp@2(x/0.5L2)16# and the pulse length isL25160l2 . The
plasma consists of electrons and ions with an ion mass
mi51836me . Initially, the particles are placed in a plasm
layer of width 120l1 with a uniform profile. Two vacuum
regions bound this plasma layer. The two pulses propag
from the vacuum regions into the plasma region in t
counter direction. In the standard simulations, the spa
mesh size is 0.1l1 and the number of particles is 43105 for
each species. Particle-particle collisions are not includ
This is a proper assumption because the electron-ion c
sion frequency~which is evaluated from the quivering veloc
ity in the laser field! is several orders of magnitude small
than the plasma frequency.

Figure 1 shows the temporal behavior of the laser fi
and the excited wake field. The laser parameters arel1
5800 nm, l25727 nm, I 15I 251016W/cm2, and the elec-
tron density is 3.531018cm23 ~ne /ncr50.002 wherencr is
the critical density defined asncr5me«0v1

2/e2!. The plasma
frequency isvp /v150.045. Figures 1~a! and 1~b! are the
initial wave pattern and the plasma density profile. When
two beams collide@Fig. 1~c!#, a large density fluctuation, o
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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which the wave number isk11k2 , is generated in the inter
ference region. This density fluctuation induces a longitu
nal electric field fluctuation, as can be seen in Fig. 1~d!. A
standard LWF is observed behind the short pulse laser@on
the left-hand side of the interference region shown in F
1~d!#. The long pulse laser also induces a small amplitu
LWF ~on the right-hand side of the interference region!. It is
excited by the front edge gradient of the long pulse laser.
enhanced wake field grows in the interference region and
continuously excited behind the short pulse laser, appare
similar to the standard LWF@Fig. 1~b!#. However, the field
amplitude of the enhanced wake is a factor of 40 greater t
that of the standard one. After the two laser interaction,
laser field of the short pulse becomes a bit larger than
initial field @Fig. 1~e!#. This is due to parametric amplifica
tion in the plasma media@19#.

The detailed behavior of the enhanced wake field is co
pared with that of the standard LWF. Figure 2 shows wa

FIG. 1. Profiles of the laser fields~a!, ~c!, and ~e!, the excited
wake fields~d! and~f!, and the electron density~b!. The parameters
of the two laser pulses arel15800 nm, l25727 nm, andI 15I 2

51016 W/cm2, and the electron density is 3.531018 cm23. Figures
~a! and ~b! are the initial laser field pattern and the plasma den
profile. Figures~c! and ~d! are the laser field and the longitudin
electric field when the two beams collide. Figures~e! and ~f! are
those when the two beams pass through.
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forms of the short pulse laser~a!, the standard LWF~b!, and
the enhanced wake field generated by the two collid
beams~c!, where the plasma region is260<x/l1<160
and the counterpropagating long pulse laser is not shown
the calculation the same parameters are used as those o
1. It is observed that the phase of the wake fields between
standard one and the enhanced one differ by aboutp/2 in this
case. This result is the same as that in the recent work@20#,
where the phase relation was examined in detail and poin
out that the phase of the enhanced wake depends on the
of the frequency detuning between the two laser beams.

The wake field amplitude generated by the two collidi
laser beams increases with the laser intensities, which
examined theoretically in a linear slow wave regime@16#.
Figure 3 shows the dependence of the wake field amplit
on the laser intensities. The intensities are varied in the ra
of I 150.2531016 to 431016W/cm2 (a150.034– 0.14) and
I 250.0231016 to 531016W/cm2 (a250.009– 0.14). In the
lower intensity range ofa13a2,0.004, the field amplitude
increases in proportion to (a13a2)2}I 13I 2 , as explained
from the linear theory@16#. The amplitude saturates in th
high intensity range and the value is about 12 GV/m. Fr
the theoretical analysis@20#, the saturation level isvp /v1 of
the wave breaking limit,Ewb5mecvp /e @21#. In this case,
the wave breaking limit is evaluated to be 180 GV/m and
saturation level is 0.067. Therefore, the saturated amplit
is consistent with the above theory. This largest amplitude
the saturated state would be used in real applications, suc
particle accelerators. Therefore, it is important to know
behavior of the wake field in the saturated regime, in parti
lar, the dependence of the field amplitude on the freque
difference between the two colliding laser beams.

This dependence of the field amplitude on the laser
quency is examined by varying the frequency of the lo
pulse laser,v2 , as shown in Fig. 4~where the frequency
difference is defined asDv5v22v1!. The calculation pa-

y

FIG. 2. Wave forms of the short pulse laser~a!, the standard
LWF ~b!, which is excited by only the short pulse laser, and t
enhanced wake field generated by the two pulses~c!. The param-
eters of the two laser pulses arel15800 nm,l25727 nm, andI 1

5I 251016 W/cm2, and the electron density is 3.531018 cm23.
3-2
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rameters are the same as those of Fig. 1, except forv2 . As
the laser intensities area13a250.005, this wake field is in
the saturated regime. If the long pulse laser is absent,
field amplitude ~the standard LWF! is about 0.3 GV/m,
which is consistent with the theoretical evaluation@22#.
When the frequency difference is zero (v15v2), the field
amplitude is approximately equal to the standard one.
enhanced wake field is observed in both cases ofv2.v1 and
v2,v1 . The enhancement is observed in broad freque
ranges (Dv'60.2v1). The peaks of the field amplitude ar
located atDv'60.1v1 , which is a factor of about 2 large
than the plasma frequencyvp50.045v1 . This frequency re-
lation, Dv'62vp , at the maximum field amplitude in th
saturated regime is remarkably different from that in the l
ear regime, where the field amplitude becomes maximum
Dv561.1vp @16#.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the excited wake field amplitude on
laser intensities. The intensities are varied in the range ofI 1

50.2531016 to 431016 W/cm2 (a150.034– 0.14) andI 250.02
31016 to 531016 W/cm2 (a250.009– 0.14). The other paramete
arel15800 nm,l25727 nm, andne53.531018 cm23.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the excited wake field amplitude on
frequency difference of the two laser pulses~the frequency differ-
ence is defined asDv[v22v1!. The simulation parameters ar
I 15I 251016 W/cm2 andne53.531018 cm23.
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As mentioned above, the parametric process~Raman back
scattering! amplifies the laser pulse. In general, the param
ric process occurs with resonance conditions ofv22v15
6vp and k22k156kp . The short pulse laser, of whic
frequency isv1 in this paper, is amplified whenv2.v1 and
decays whenv2,v1 . In this case, the resonance conditio
for the plasma wave excitation does not need to be satis
precisely@19#. From our numerical results, the frequency d
pendence is clearly observed as shown in Fig. 5, where
ratio of the short pulse laser energy~the pulse energy afte
the interaction over the initial energy! is plotted as a function
of the frequency difference. The short pulse energy increa
whenv2.v1 and decreases whenv2,v1 . The peaks of the
change are located atDv/v1560.1 in spite of vp /v1

50.045. This frequency relation is identical with that of th
enhanced wake amplitude as shown in Fig. 4. In these
culations, the laser pulse energy is depleted from the exc
tion of the wake field for bothv2.v1 and v2,v1 . For
example, in the case of Fig. 1, the energy of the excited w
field is about 2% of the short pulse laser energy, which
considerably smaller than the change of the laser energy
to the parametric process.

In conclusion, the enhanced laser wake field, which
generated using two colliding laser beams, was exami
numerically, concentrating on the frequency dependenc
the saturated regime. It was found that the frequency rela
in the saturated regime is remarkably different from that
the linear regime. This enhanced wake field is obtained fr
the moderate experimental conditions, where the laser in
sities are relatively low (;1016W/cm2) and no precise fre-
quency tuning is needed. Therefore, it is attractive a
scheme for laser-driven acceleration or plasma mic
undulator@23#.
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FIG. 5. Ratio of the short pulse laser energy after the interac
with respect to the initial energy as a function of the frequen
difference. The simulation parameters areI 15I 251016 W/cm2 and
ne53.531018 cm23.
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